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Abstract — In today’s world security demands of
data outsourcing applications in sustainable smart
cities increases. Encrypting clients’ data has been
widely accepted by organization. Data encryptions
should be done at the client side before contract out,
because clouds and edges are not so much secure.
So, how to properly encrypt data in a way that the
encrypted and remotely stored data can still be
queried has become a challenging issue. Though
keyword searches over encrypted textual data have
been extensively studied, approaches for encrypting
graph-structured data with support for answering
graph queries are still lacking in the literature. This
paper illustrates graph encryption method. It is an
important graph query type, named as top-k Nearest
Keyword (kNK) searches. We design several indexes
to store necessary information for answering queries
and guarantee that private information about the
graph such as vertex identifiers, keywords and edges
are encrypted or excluded. Efficiency and security of
graph encryption technique are revealing by
theoretical proof. Also the experiments on realworld datasets use for security checking.

motivated to outsource their graphs to the cloud for
storage, management and retrieval.

Keywords — Graph Encryption, Top-K Nearest
Keyword Search, Searchable Encryption, Cloud
Computing, Edge Computing.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Top-k nearest keyword (kNK) search has been
addressed recently due to its important applications
in graphs. kNK search involves a graph G = (V;E) in
which each vertex v 2 V is labeled with a range of
keywords. On input (k; v;w), kNK search returns k
vertices in the graph which is labeled with keyword
w and are nearest to vertex
For example, in a social network, kNK search can
answer such as “k = 5 most closely related person to
v = John with interest keyword = basketball”. In this
paper, we study k-NK search in secure data
outsourcing setting, i.e., how to encrypt a graph
properly and answer kNK search queries in a secure
manner. When performing kNK queries on an
encrypted graph, privacy information would be
leaked from both the graph and the queries. For the
graph, we should at least hide all vertex identifiers,
as which might be email addresses, full names or
phone numbers in real usage. For a query (k; v; w),
we should at least hide the identifier of v and the
content of w. To attain all above requirements, the

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
DATA outsourcing has become an important
application of cloud computing and edge computing,
as data owners free themselves from maintaining IT
infrastructure and data management. It has been
acknowledged that security issues have become the
biggest challenges towards cloud computing. The
trend that computation and storage services are
moving from clouds to edges further highlights data
privacy issues, because privacy risks at the edge side
might be even greater than the cloud side. To protect
data privacy, data owners should encrypt data before
outsourcing. However, traditional encryption
techniques make outsourced data no longer query
able, which would severely impact on data usability.
Though lot efforts have been made to enable
keyword search on encrypted textual, how to
perform various queries on encrypted graph
structured data is still a challenging problem.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world networks contain labels or
textual contents on the nodes now days. On such
networks, keyword search techniques on graphs
have been used in a wide range of real-life
applications in recent years. Given a undirected
graph and a query request with a query node and a
set of query keywords, a top- k nearest keyword
(kNK) search finds k nodes which contain query
keywords and are nearest to the query node. For
example, Alice looks for k parks nearest to her home
in road networks, where a location is labeled with
“hospital”, “school” or “park”, etc., or Bob looks for
k nearest friends with interests of hiking in a social
network, where friends have personal information
including name, skills and interests, etc.. For
achieving great cost savings, more data owners are
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encryption method for the graph should be specially
designed. Though using traditional cryptographic
encryption tools such as AES to encrypt the entire
graph can avoid any information leakage, the
resultant encrypted graph seems impossible to be
queried. Whereas we partially encrypt a graph such
as only encrypting vertex identifiers and keywords,
the resultant encrypted graph leaks too much
information which would result in high risks in real
usage. For example, the graph structure is
completely leaked so that an adversary is easy to
perform various attacks such as vertex reidentification attacks.

This system provides high security to user for
sharing data globally on a cloud. But when user want
to share data it must require internet connection and
the file or data is in encrypted format.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper try out to provide security to the data
on cloud both on client & server side.Proposed
graph encryption scheme is user friendly
environment. Compare to graph anonymization
approaches from database community, this scheme
attains higher security level as the graph itself is
encrypted and It do not make any assumptions on
the types of attacks

A. System Architecture
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Fig.1 System Architecture of the Cloud Security
Using Graph Encryption
Above diagram show the system of the Cloud
Security Using Graph Encryption. In which when
the client/user want to put the data on cloud have to
first encrypt the data on the users side using graph
encryption and then put on the cloud. And while
accessing the data user have to decrypt it. And when
other users want to access that data have to send the
request for that in the form of token.
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